Handling bugs is an essential part of so ware development. e impact of programming language on this task has long been a topic of much debate. For example, some people hold the view that bugs in Python are easy to handle because its code is easy to read and understand, while some others believe the absence of static typing in Python will lead to higher bug-handling e ort.
INTRODUCTION
It is accepted wisdom that maintenance dominates so ware development costs [1] , with bug-handling being a major contributor [2, 3] . e e ort required for handling bugs (including locating and xing the faulty code, and updating the test suite as a result) is likely to be impacted by the programming languages the so ware is built with [4] . However, which or which category of languages performs be er with respect to bug-handling has long been debated in industry and academia alike. For example, believers of static typing argue that static languages tend to result in be er so ware quality and lower bug-handling cost, because type checking is an e ective way of tracking bugs [5, 6] . On the other hand, advocates of dynamic typing hold the belief that the ease of reading, writing, and understanding of dynamic languages would make bugs easier to nd and x [7] . ere has been a number of previous a empts to tackle this confusion. For example, Bha acharya et al. [8] analyzed four opensource projects developed in C and C++; Kleinschmager and Hanenberg et al. [9, 10] compared bug-handling time for Java and Groovy. However, these work only check a small number of subjects, and mostly focus on pair-wise language comparisons, which cause threats to the reliability of their results.
is paper presents a systematic large-scale comparison of bughandling e ort among di erent programming languages. Our work is di erent from the previous work in the following aspects. First, we perform a comprehensive study of popular languages using a large number of projects. We choose 10 popular languages according to various rankings as our target languages and 600 projects (summing up to 70,816,938 SLOC and 3,096,009 commits). Second, we adopt a variety of measurement metrics (instead of one used in previous work): the (absolute and relative) amount of lines of modication, bug-handling time, and les of modi cation. ird, we take special care in removing or reducing the threats on the result validity: 1) we adopt a range of statistical analysis approaches and treat in uential factors as control variables; 2) we use the median values among a large number of projects and commits, which are considered "less a ected by outliers and skewed data", to remove the bias caused by extreme circumstances [11] [12] [13] ; 3) we manually check the data we analyzed so as to make sure that our experimental setup is reasonable.
It is worth pointing out that the relationship between programming languages and bug-handling e ort can be extremely complicated, potentially a ected by many factors. For this reason, we perform correlation analysis rather than causal analysis in this work. When we say a language, we refer to the whole ecosystem of the language, including tool supports, developer experience, homogeneity of the code base and programming styles, adherence to or violation of best practices, the maturity of community, and so forth. When we say bug-handling e ort, we refer to measurable criteria including the (absolute and relative) amount of line modi cation, bug-handling time, and le modi cation.
e study indicates that bug-handling e ort is di erent among di erent programming languages. In particular, Java and C# require more (absolute and relative) line modi cation but less (absolute) time during bug handling, Python and PHP tend to require less time and less line/ le modi cation, while Ruby and JavaScript tend to require less absolute line/ le of modi cation but more absolute and relative time. Static languages generally require more line/ le modication than dynamic ones, while weakly and dynamically typed languages (abbreviated as "weak language" and "strong language" in this paper) have more bug-handling time. To further evaluate our results, we built a simple predictive model, which indicates that by considering programming languages as a factor, the e ectiveness of bug-handling-e ort prediction is increased by 18.8%.
e results may impact the current so ware engineering practices in multiple ways. For example, for developers who care about bug-handling e ort, they now have a more objective reference for choosing languages; the same goes to managers who plan and schedule projects. On a more technical aspect, automatic program repair has been an area of growing popularity [14] [15] [16] . Our results may provide hints on whether some languages typically require larger patches or more le modi cation, thus requiring larger search space for nding proper patches. Moreover, languages requiring high bug-handling e ort may bene t more from automatic debugging, and thus could be be er targets for such research.
ese conclusions may not be fully generalized to imply the underlying causality. Indeed, such a limitation also exists in previous studies that analyze the relationships between programming languages and the characteristics of the so ware built with them [7] [8] [9] [10] [17] [18] [19] [20] . e derived guidelines may not be thoroughly interpreted or actionable, but can still provide suggestions to developers and researchers.
Speci cally, the main contributions of this paper are threefold. (1)A systematic and extensive study on bug-handling e ort among di erent programming languages. We perform a comprehensive study of 10 popular languages, and adopt a variety of measurement metrics to measure bug-handling e ort. We analysis the threats on the result validity and take actions to remove or reduce them.
(2) Empirical evidence that Java requires more line/ le modi cation and less bug-handling time, while Ruby requires less line/ le modi cation and more bug-handling time. Static and strong languages tend to require less bug-handling time.
(3) Practical guidelines in both industry and academia. Developers now have more references when choosing languages. Managers may use our results for more accurate scheduling (especially on multi-language projects). For researchers, dynamic languages may need more automatic-tool support for bug handling; when automatically generating patches for weak languages, more lines of code and les may need to be searched, and larger patches may be preferred. When doing bug-handling-e ort prediction for a project, it is bene cial to consider programming languages. Some languages, such as Ruby, Objective-C, and JavaScript, deserve more a ention during so ware testing activities because their bug-handling process tends to be demanding. e remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 motivates our work by introducing the current status of online debates over the bug-handling e ort among di erent programming languages. Section 3 presents the details of our experiment design; Section 4 introduces the ndings as well as the corresponding analysis; Section 5 discusses the implications of our ndings on developers, managers, and researchers. Section 6 discusses the threats to validity and our e orts in reducing them. Section 7 introduces the related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.
MOTIVATION
In this section, we highlight the current status of confusion by presenting the contrasting views of practitioners as well as researchers to further motivate our work. e aim is to highlight the existence of the debate (which motivated us), rather than presenting a [24] high comprehensive survey. erefore, we select the most representative online discussions and most related academic studies. We surveyed the online discussions 1 on the topic by googling with the following query: "programming languages" + "maintainability|bug-handling e ort|bug-xing e ort". We collect all the views of the rst three pages returned (on 05/01/2017). Due to space limit, we only give a snap-shot of these results, shown in Table 1 .
e full results are on our homepage(link omi ed to preserve anonymity). Column "Link" refers to di erent online sources, and Column "E ort" indicates the views expressed (whether the bughandling e ort is high or low for the (category of) language). For example, from the rst two rows, three websites [21] [22] [23] contain the view that dynamic languages have lower bug-handling e ort, while some others [5, 6, 24] contain the opposite view. Similarly, from the following two rows, three websites [4, 23, 25] contain the view that Python have lower bug-handling e ort, whereas some others [26, 27] contain the opposite view.
e inconsistency of opinions is also shared in academia. Bhattacharya et al. [8] statistically analyzed four open-source projects developed in C and C++. ey measured maintainability by the number of lines modi ed during bug-handling and found that the move from C to C++ results in improved so ware quality and reduced maintenance e ort. Kleinschmager and Hanenberg et al. [9, 10] compared the bug-handling time for Java and Groovy. eir results indicate Groovy, which belongs to dynamic languages, requires more time in bug-handling, and concluded that static types are indeed bene cial in reducing bug-handling time. Steinberg [17] found that the static typing has a positive impact on debugging time if only non-type errors are considered.
On the other hand, some researchers are against the use of static languages. Nierstrasz et al. [7] described static languages as "the enemy of change", claiming that dynamic languages are easier to maintain. Tra et al. [18] also mentioned that compared to dynamic languages, static languages have higher development cost and require more complex changes. Sanner et al. [19] described Python as a "smaller, simpler, easy to maintain, and platform independent" language due to its dynamic typing features. Oliphant et al. [20] gave a similar verdict.
A common characteristic of these existing academic studies is that they are all of a small scale, mostly focusing on pair-wise language comparisons aiming at isolating the e ect of certain language features. ese studies use only a small number of subjects, and mostly one measurement criterion of bug-handling e ort. In contrast to these studies, in this paper we aim to look at the big picture, by considering a range of programming languages, bughandling-e ort measurement criteria, and analysis approaches. We also use a large number of projects to reduce bias and derive more reliable results.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
is study is designed to answer the following research questions. RQ1: What is the bug-handling e ort of di erent languages? RQ2: What is the bug-handling e ort of di erent language categories? RQ3: Do application domains impact the comparison results of di erent languages? RQ4: Does considering programming languages improve the accuracy of bug-handling-e ort prediction?
Note that RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 focus on comparing bug-xing e ort across programming languages. RQ4 explores the feasibility of using our results in a speci c context. e presented model in RQ4 is a proof-of-concept, not intended to be practical.
Target Programming Languages
We consult ve rankings of the most popular languages [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , and choose the following 10 (in alphabetical order) as our targets: C, C#, C++, Go, Java, JavaScript, Objective-C, PHP, Python, and Ruby.
As in previous work [34] , we categorize the languages according to two well-known classi cations, namely compilation and typing, as shown in Table 2 . e compilation classi cation divides a target language into dynamic or static categories depending on whether types are checked dynamically during run time or statically during compilation. e type classi cation divides a target language to strong typing and weak typing depending on how strictly types are distinguished [34] . We call statically and dynamically checked languages "static languages" and "dynamic languages", and call strong and weak typing languages "strong languages" and "weak languages". Note that as the main aim of this work is to study popular languages, we do not seek comprehensive coverage of classi cation. For example, the language list does not include any predominately functional language.
Subjects and Control Variables
All our subjects are open-source projects from GitHub [35] . For each target language, we retrieve the project repositories that are primarily wri en in that language, and select 60 most popular projects based on their number of stars, as in prior work [8, 34, 36] . Figure 1 presents the density distribution of the basic information of all the projects. Four types of information are presented: 1) SLOC: the physical executable lines of code, which is calculated by the tool CLOC [37]. For multi-language projects, we only adopt the SLOC of the primary language reported by CLOC. 2) #Commit: the total number of commits downloaded from the GitHub API [38] . 3) Age: the age (year) of each project. We use the time T12:00:00Z, May 4, 2017 to minus the creation time (stored in the GitHub API) of each project to get its age (hours). 4) #Contributor: the number of contributors, which is also collected through the API.
From the gure, the projects of di erent languages tend to have di erent sizes, ages, and so on, which may in uence the bughandling e ort. As in previous work [34] , we consider them as control variables in regression analysis (see more in Section 3.4).
Measurements for Bug-Handling E ort
To measure bug-handling e ort, prior work used amount of line modi cation [8] or bug-handling time [9] as criteria. But since bug-handling e ort is complex to measure, using only a single metric is likely to introduce bias. To relieve this problem, in this paper we measure bug-handling e ort of a language in terms of three aspects: the amount of line modi cation, bug-handling time, and the amount of le modi cation. Since the size of a project may impact the above measurements, we consider both absolute and relative number of each criterion.
us, in all, we use six measurement criteria as follows, where SLOC and #total f iles refer to the total number of lines of code and the total number of les (of the primary language) for a project. As mentioned above, we do not expect any single one of the measurements alone to be su cient in re ecting bug-handling e ort accurately. Instead, we aim to achieve a higher level of con dence by having multiple of them complementing each other.
(1) pLoc abs : the absolute number of modi ed lines of code. For each project, we collect the amount of line/ le modi cation during bug handling by analyzing its commits, as in prior work [34, 39] . In particular, we search the commits with messages containing both " x" and "bug" (case insensitive), and treat them as bug-handling commits 2 . en we count the number of modi ed program les as well as the number of modi ed lines belonging to the project's primary language, so as to calculate pLoc abs , pLoc r el , pFile abs , and pFile r el .
When a bug get xed, a range of les may be modi ed/updated. In our measurement, we exclude non-code modi cations such as documentations, but count all code changes of both source and test programs. is choice is deliberate, as we believe testing is an integrated part of development, and the e ort involved in updating test code is naturally part of bug-handling and is language dependent. One obvious threat is that some bug-handling commits may contain code modi cation unrelated to the bug, particular refactorings which are likely to a ect a disproportionally large amount of code. To check the severity of this bias, we manually analyze 585 randomly-chosen bug-handling commits from all our projects, and found that only 10.6% commits involve dealing with more than a single bug or other form of code modi cations, showing a high level data integrity. To further reduce this bias, for each project, we use the median value of all the bug-handling commits to represent the project's general level of line/ le modi cation amount, which is "less a ected by outliers and skewed data" [11] .
For each project, we acquire the time spent on bug handling by analyzing issue reports, as prior work did [11] . Note that we do not use commit information here as it only gives us the end time, not the corresponding start time of bug-handling. Instead we search the issue tracking system for closed issues with labels containing "bug" (case insensitive), and extract information from them. Inspired by the work of Zheng et al. [40] , we de ne the handling time of each bug as the interval between the issue creation time and the time of the last comment, which is proven to be more accurate (than the interval between creation and closing time, which most previous work adopted [40] ). Again, we use the median of all the time as a representation of the typical level of a project's bug-handling time so as to remove the impact of extreme values.
Statistical Analysis Used in the Study
We statistically analyze the experimental results from di erent aspects to improve the analysis reliability. If the conclusions are consistent, it is highly likely that the results are reliable.
First, since we collect a su cient number of projects for each programming language, we directly present the density distribution of their bug-handling e ort for each language [41] and make comparison. For example, if most projects of language L have lower pTime abs , then L is likely to need less bug-handling time.
Second, we use the median value to represent a language's central tendency of bug-handling e ort [11] [12] [13] 42] , and rank the languages with it, as it is known that median values are be er than average values in avoiding the bias of outliers (i.e., extreme values that di er greatly from other values) [11] [12] [13] .
ird, we use multiple linear regression to indicate the contribution of di erent languages to bug-handling e ort [34] . e comparison between the bug-handling e orts among di erent languages can be regarded as a importance determination problem of categorical variables, and thus we can use multiple regression to identify which languages contribute more to the e ort values.
rough multiple regression, each language has a coe cient, with higher coe cients indicating more bug-handling e ort. Besides coe cients, we also present the results of 1) p-value: a low p-value (< 0.05) indicates the rejection of the null hypothesis [43] . 2) t-value: a statistic that measures the ratio between the coe cient and its standard error. It is a statistical test value [44] . 3) standard error: it represents the average distance that the observed values fall from the regression line. 4) R-squared value: it represents how well the data t the regression model.
Experimental Procedure
e experimental procedure of this study can be divided into data collection and data analysis.
3.5.1 Data Collection. Firstly, we collect the bug-handling-e ort data of projects in various programming languages, which are used for further analysis.
Step 1. Information retrieval from GitHub API. GitHub API provides comprehensive information on commits, issues, and project history. For commits, we download all the JSON les of commits, which contain commit messages, the number of line additions and deletions, le changes, and so on. To compute bug-handling time, we download the JSON les of issues, which contain issue title, labels, state, creation time, close time, and the times of every comments. Due to the restriction of GitHub API access (5,000 times per hour), we skip the projects 3 with very large commit history (which cannot be downloaded within 24 hours).
Step 2. Extraction of related information. As described in Section 3.3, we identify bug-handling commits and bug-handling issues through keyword searching. Some projects contain multiple languages, for which we only extract changed code belonging to their primary languages. Speci cally, we use le extensions (e.g., ".java" for Java language) to identify relevant changes.
Step 3. Sanity check. We observed that the"most-popular" criterion implies good general metrics such as #issues, #developers, and #commits (1 project has fewer than 10 issues; 6 have fewer than 20 commits). erefore, we focused on sanity metrics speci c to our measurements: when checking bug-xing line/ le modi cation, we removed projects with no bug-xing commit (65 removed), and chose 50 per-language from the remaining; when checking bug-xing time, we removed projects with no bug-xing issues (137 removed), and chose 35 projects per-language.
Data Analysis.
A er collecting the data, to answer RQ1, we use violin plots [45] to present the distribution of bug-handling e ort across projects, then rank the languages based on the median values of all the projects of a language. Also, we calculate the multiple regression results as discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, we combine the median-value and multiple-regression analysis results by adding up the rankings from the di erent analysis approaches for each language. For example, a language ranking the 3rd in median-value analysis and the 5th in multiple-regression analysis will have a total rank of 8 a er the combination.
To answer RQ2, we conduct regression analysis using language categories instead of languages and compare their coe cients.
To answer RQ3, we follow previous work [34] in manually classifying projects 4 into seven domains (as shown in Table 3 ). For each domain, we delete the languages with no more than ve projects and re-perform multiple regression with the remaining projects. We then compare the rankings within each domain with the ranking across all domains, and check whether some languages have be er/worse performance in speci c domains.
Finally, to answer RQ4, we build a toy classi cation model to predict whether a project has high, medium, or low bug-handling time. We compare the e ectiveness of this predictive model with and without using programming languages as a feature, and check if the prediction accuracy is impacted.
More details of the data analysis procedure can be found in Section 4. 4 To reduce the bias of manual classi cation, two authors classify all the projects separately, and then a third author re-classify the projects with con icting classi cation. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
For each research question, we rst present the direct observations through three types of analysis approaches (i.e., density distribution, median-value ranking, and multiple regression), and then summarize the conclusions, followed by reasoning and analysis.
4.1 RQ1: Bug-Handling E ort among Programming Languages 4.1.1 Direct observations. We rst present the density distribution of di erent criteria for each language in Figure 2 . From the gure, we can observe obvious individual di erences of each language. For example, when looking at line modi cation, most PHP, Python, Ruby, and C projects have very low pLoc abs values, indicating that these languages tend to need less line modi cation during bug handling. On the other hand, the pLoc abs values of many C# and Java projects are high. When looking at pLoc r el , most projects of C++ and C have very low values. When looking at bug-handling time, most projects of Go, Java, Python, and C# have low pT ime abs whereas most projects of C and C++ have low pTime r el . When looking at le modi cation, C, C++, and Python tend to modify fewer les, while C#, Java, Ruby, and JavaScript tend to modify more les. Additionally, most projects of C++, C#, and Java tend to modify smaller proportion of les.
Next, to enable a linear ranking of languages, we compute the median of criterion values for each language, with the results shown in Figure 3 . From the gure, we have similar observations as Figure 2 . In particular, PHP, Python, Ruby, and C have lower median pLoc abs of around 10 lines of code, while Java and C# have higher median pLoc abs of around 20 lines. C++, Go, and C have lower pLoc r el while Ruby and Objective-C have higher pLoc r el . Go, Java, PHP, and Python have lower pTime abs than Ruby, JavaScript, and Objective-C. Go, C#, and Java have lower pTime r el than Objective-C and Ruby. For pFile abs , C#, Java, and Go have median values of two le modi cations, JavaScript has 1.5, while the remaining languages have 1. Next, we perform multiple regression analysis by treating the variables 5 introduced in Figure 1 as control variables, which are also regarded as inputs to the regression model. When doing the regression for the relative values (such as pLoc r el and pTime r el ), we remove SLOC from the control variables, because the relative values are calculated by dividing SLOC, which is also an approach of variable controlling.
e results are shown in Table 4 . e coe cients of all the control variables (SLOC,#commit,a e, and #Contributor ) are not the focus of this paper, and thus omi ed 6 . e remaining coe cients of each language re ect the regression results under control. For each measurement, the languages are ranked based on their coecient values (smallest rst). From Table 4 , most of the regression results are signi cant (the p-values are smaller than 0.05), indicating the e ectiveness of the regressions. Additionally, the language rankings are similar to those from Figure 2 . In particular, Java has more line and le modi cations but less bug-handling time. Ruby, JavaScript, and Objective-C have higher absolute as well as relative bug-handling time.
To combine the results of median-value (in Figure 2 ) and multiple regression (in Table 4 ) analysis, for each language, we pick out its ranking results of both analysis approaches and present them in Figure 4 . e blue and white bars are for rankings in median-value analysis and multiple-regression analysis respectively. For example, in the rst sub-gure, when analyzing pLoc abs , the language C 5 We perform log transformation to stabilize the variance and improve the model t [34] . 6 ese values can be referred on our homepage (link omi ed to preserve anonymity). ranks No.4 in median-value analysis and No.2 in multiple-regression analysis, and thus its combined ranking number is 6. From Figure 4 , we have the following observations. First, the blue and white parts inside each bar mostly have similar length, indicating that the median-value and multiple-regression analysis results are highly coherent. is observation mutually indicate the reliability of each analysis approach. Second, we can now conclude with con dence that Java language would require a high level of line and le modi cation, but less so with regard to time. Ruby has high absolute and relative bug-handling time, whereas PHP, Python, and C have low bug-handling time as well as less code modi cation.
Conclusions and Analysis.
Combining these observations, we have the following ndings.
Finding 1: Di erent programming languages require di erent bug-handling e ort. For example, Java tends to require more (absolute and relative) line modi cation but less handling time than other languages, and Python requires less bug-handling e ort in terms of both line modi cation and time.
Findings on Java. Java tends to require more line/ le modi cation, but less bug-handling time. is nding matches well with the widely-recognized understanding that Java is a verbose language [46] . Our result shows that this verbosity carries over to bug handling. Another language known for its verbosity is C#, which also has a high level of line modi cation. However, C# projects tend to be very large (see Figure 1) , resulting in its pLoc r el value being moderated. Despite requiring large line modi cations, Java is one of the languages with short bug-handling time, which is particularly observable through its pTime abs value. is result suggests that bug-handling in Java requires a relatively small, and uniform amount of time, irrespective of the overall project size. One of the reasons may be that the large number of declarations required in Java, including type declaration, method parameter types, return types, access levels of classes, exception handling [46] , and so on, which make the language verbose but at the same time provide additional documentation for readers, making the code easier to understand and debug [47] . Additionally, Java has a history of over 20 years. Its long commercial life and wide adoption has created a robust ecosystem of documentation, libraries and frameworks. is may also contribute to Java's good performance in bug handling e ciency.
Findings on Go. Similar to Java, Go tends to require more line/ le modi cation and less bug-handling time considering the absolute values, but its relative values are small across the board. is reinforces our understanding that the elaborate requirement of declaring of variable types, method parameter types, return types, and so on, which is shared between Java and Go may cause large number of line modi cations but at the same time making debugging relatively quick. e di erence between the two languages is that Go projects are much larger than Java's (see Figure 1) , resulting in the lower relative values.
Findings on Python and PHP. Python and PHP need less absolute line/ le modi cation as well as time. Python is widely recognized to have a large set of scienti c libraries and a very active community, which make it easier for developers to nd support during bug handling. It is also reported that there has been a trend in the Python community to improve code quality by dictating "one right way" [48] . is maturity of community and the e ort of adhering to best practices is likely to facilitate bug handling.
PHP is also a mature language which has a vast ecosystem of developers, frameworks and libraries. e quality of the projects using PHP has the reputation of being more polarised, ranging "from horrible to awesome" [48] . In our study, PHP performs very well.
is might be due to the fact that we select the most popular projects as the analysis target, which are likely to be in the "awesome" bucket. Further discussion of this potential bias can be found in Section 6.
Findings on Ruby. Opposite to Go, Ruby tends to require less absolute line/ le modi cation, but more bug-handling time. And its relative measurements are large across the board. As a dynamic language, Ruby is designed to make programming a "pleasant" and "productive" experience [25], which does not have hard rules on writing code, and is very close to spoken languages [49] . Such features make Ruby code short and expressive. However, they also make debugging more di cult. One example of the exible features of Ruby is "monkey patching", which refers to the extension or modi cation of existing code by changing classes at run-time. It is a powerful technique that has become popular in the Ruby community. Any class can be re-opened at any time and amended in any way. However, this exible monkey-patching may lead to hard-to-diagnose clashes [50] . e Ruby's compiler does not expose many bugs, and allows some problematic programs to compile and execute. is results in a certain form of technical debt 7 , and complex bugs that are hard to diagnose. Moreover, as Ruby programs are usually not large, as shown in Figure 1 , its relative measurements are usually high. Additionally, Ruby is community driven, which means quality documentation and support can be more di cult to nd.
Comparison between similar languages. When comparing C++ and Objective-C, we observe that the former requires less bughandling e ort (including line modi cation and time) than the la er. We suspect that this is because Objective-C has a mixture of static and dynamic typing, whereas plain C++ objects are always statically typed which simpli es understanding. Regarding Python and Ruby, the former requires less bug-handling e ort than the la er. As discussed above, we suspect that this is partly due to Ruby's relentless pursue for exibility, which may result in hardto-track bugs [52] . On the other hand, Python takes a more direct approach to programming, with light and unclu ered syntax. is sacri ces some of the "coolness" Ruby has, but gives Python a big advantage when it comes to debugging. Regarding Java and C#, the former requires slightly less bug-handling e ort than the la er. One of the reasons may be that C# is more exible than Java, which creates, returns, and stores anonymous objects at runtime.
Another pa ern we can observe is that Go, Java, and C# all require more line/ le modi cation but much less bug-handling time, indicating the inconsistency between the two criteria, which leads to the following nding.
Finding 2: Languages requiring more line/ le modi cation do not necessarily need more bug-handling time.
We think this nding may partially explain the contradictory views regarding the impact of programming languages on bug-handling e ort, shown in online discussions (in Section ) and previous work (in Section ). at is, programmers or researchers may have used di erent measurement criteria, e.g., the amount of line modi cation or the amount of time spent in bug handling, and consequently draw very di erent conclusions. For example, Kleinschmager et al. [9] and Hanenberg et al. [10] showed static languages have lower bug-handling e ort because their empirical studies used bughandling time as the only measurement criterion, while Tra et al. [18] called static languages "the enemy of change" because static languages require more complex code modi cation.
RQ2: Bug-Handling E ort among Language Categories
To answer the second research question, we check the multiple regression results on di erent language categories, as shown in Tables 5. From the table, dynamic languages require less absolute code modi cation, whereas static languages, as well as strong languages, tend to have less bug-handling time. ese observations can be summarized into the following nding.
Finding 3: Static languages tend to require more absolute line and le modi cation. Weak/dynamic languages tend to require more bug-handling time.
e reason for the former observation is that dynamic languages are typically less verbose than static ones, avoiding type declarations on variables, parameters, and return values, while the reason for the la er observation may be that the compilers of strong languages provide earlier bug detection, which eliminates some tough bugs and reduces technical debt. Note that although the categories of languages do impact on bughandling e ort, our results indicate that no absolute conclusion can be drawn. In other words, it is unreliable to decide bug-handlinge ort level based solely on the language's category; for example, Ruby has strong typing, but also high bug-handling time.
RQ3: Impact of Domains
To investigate the impact of domains on bug-handling e ort, similar to previous work [34] we divide the target projects into di erent domains (i.e., application, database, code-analyzer, middleware, library, framework, and others. (See Table 3 )). For each domain, we only consider languages that have more than 5 projects, and use multiple regression as the analysis technique. Based on the new coe cient derived in this new se ing, we rank the languages, and compare the new ranking results with the previous one (without considering domains) in Table 4 . e comparison results (in Table 6 ) demonstrate the di erence of bug-handling e ort for a programming language between its overall usage (i.e., including all domains) and speci c usage for a certain domain. Due to space-limit, we only present the results of bug-handling time. e full results are on our homepage (omi ed for double-blind review).
Only three domains have enough projects for an interesting number of languages. e rst column shows the languages, the remaining columns are the coe cients of each language in the new multiple regression within each domain, where "-" represents omi ed languages that do not have more than 5 projects for the (4) domain. e values inside the brackets are the changes in ranking 8 . For example, for "Application" domain, C++ has the smallest coecients, and thus ranks the rst, while from Table 4 , C++ ranks the h among the seven languages. us, C++ projects belonging to the "Application" domain tend to have less bug-handling time than those belonging to other domains.
From the table, we have the following nding.
Finding 4: e impacts of programming languages on bughandling e ort are di erent among di erent domains.
In the future, we will use more projects in each domain to further investigate the impact of domains on bug-handling e ort.
RQ4: Contribution to Bug-Handling-E ort Prediction
In the preceding analyses, we have concluded that programming languages may a ect bug-handling e ort, including line modi cation and bug-handling time. We now try to see whether this newly gained knowledge may help with the bug-handling-e ort prediction problem, which is well-recoginzed as an important but di cult problem [53] . One category of prediction is to estimate the handling-time of a speci c bug in a project [53, 54] . For multilanguage projects, bugs belonging to di erent languages may have di erent bug-handling time, but no previous work has considered the impact of programming languages. e other category is to predict the general level of bug-handling e ort of a project, rather than a speci c bug [55, 56] . As far as we are aware, no work has considered the impact of programming languages either.
In this section, we empirically investigate whether considering programming languages can contribute to bug-handling-e ort prediction. In particular, we build a toy classi cation model to predict the general level of bug-handling time of a project, i.e., whether a project has high, medium, or low bug-handling e ort 9 based on SLOC, #commit, age, and contributor (the number of developers). We compare the e ectiveness of this predictive model with or without using programming language as a feature. Moreover, we use Naive Bayers algorithm for the classi cation, and 10-fold cross validation for the evaluation. e results are shown in Table 7 . From the table, when considering programming languages, the e ectiveness of prediction has improved notably. For example, the prediction precision improves by 18.8% (i.e., (0.462 − 0.389)/0.389), the AUC improves by 5.5% (i.e., (0.637 − 0.604)/0.604).
Finding 5: e inclusion of programming languages as a factor will improve the e ectiveness of bug-handling-e ort prediction.
IMPLICATION
In this section, we discuss several implications of our results. As already explained in the introduction, although the ndings of our correlation analysis may not be fully generalized to imply the underlying causality nor thoroughly interpretable, they do nevertheless provide suggestions and guidance to developers and researchers.
Implications for Developers and Managers
Our results provide more support for developers when choosing languages, particularly when bug-handling e ort is a concern. Of course, the choosing of programming language for a project is a complex process, involving a variety of factors that may or may not be technical. We do not claim that the result in this paper is in any way su cient to solve this problem, but the ndings clearly indicate that the choice of programming languages has noticeable impact on bug-handling e ort, and could be used by programmers as part of the consideration.
Managers may use our results too. Estimating and scheduling of tasks is a major part of so ware engineering process. e task of bug handling is no exception. Our results show that the bugs of di erent languages have di erent handling costs, which shall be factored into the estimating process. is is particularly true for multi-language projects, where one may need to consider the language a ribute of each bug when assigning them. Moreover, some languages (e.g., Ruby, Objective-C, and JavaScript) deserve more a ention in testing, as they typically require more bug-handling time, and therefore are more costly to maintain.
Implications for Researchers
Our results could provide the following guidelines for researchers.
First, languages could be considered in the research of automatic bug-handling-e ort prediction, a problem that has long been recognized as di cult, but with broad practical bene ts [57] . Many researchers [55] [56] [57] [58] have made dedicated e orts to improve the precision of such predictions. However, none of the existing work has considered the impact of programming languages, which we think is a missed opportunity. In Section 4.4, we conducted an experiment with a very simple model, and demonstrated that predictive accuracy can indeed be improved using the data collected for di erent programming languages.
e predictive model we used is obviously too simple to be useful for serious prediction, but nevertheless the positive result rea rms our ndings and suggests a possible more accurate approach for automatic prediction.
Second, di erent languages may need di erent sizes of patches in the research related to automatic bug xing. Judged by the amount of line and le modi cation required, our results suggest that larger patches may be considered for automatically xing for C#, Java, and Go. ese languages also need larger search space (across more lines and les) for nding proper code patches, and thus may be more challenging to handle than others.
Moreover, the languages requiring more bug-handling time such as Ruby and Objective-C are more costly to maintain, and therefore shall be the focus of automatic debugging and xing research, as there are more to be gained.
THREATS, AND EFFORT IN REDUCING THEM
e threat to internal validity lies in the implementation of the study. To reduce this threat, the rst three authors independently reviewed the experimental scripts of the empirical study to ensure correctness.
e threats to external validity mainly lie with the subjects. We decided to pick the most popular projects of each languages, which by de nition is not representative. However, we believe that it is more interesting to study the best e orts of the communities, as the alternative of randomly selecting projects is likely to pollute the data with non-serious projects which this study aims to avoid. e large number of projects used in our experiment also helps in reducing this threat. e threats to construct validity lie in how we accurately re ect the impact of languages. To reduce this threat, we have made a range of e orts.
Large dataset and Multiple measurement metrics. Our experiment is of a large scale, and we employ a variety of metrics to measure the impact of languages.
e thinking is that while each of the metrics alone may not be a su cient proxy of bug-handling e ort, they may work together collectively and complement each other. Particularly as we have seen, the use of two categories of metrics (modi cation and time) resulted in a comprehensive set of ndings, which more accurately re ect the complex nature of bug-handling.
Data validation. We pay special a ention to the validity of our dataset. We took a random sample of the data we collected, involving 585 commits from all selected projects, and manually checked them. We found that 90% of it is clean (i.e., involving only the xing of a single bug, and all the code modi cation is related to the bug-xing), showing a high-degree of data validity. Moreover, we use the interval between the opening time and the time of the last comment as bug-handling time, which is shown to be a more accurate measurement of bug-handling time, than the seemingly more obvious choice of the interval between the opening and closing time [40] .
Multiple analysis approaches. To reduce the risk of bias caused by a single analysis approach, we adopt three di erent ones: direct observation, median-value analysis, and multiple-regression analysis. e consistency in the results of our di erent analyses a rm the reliability of each. Moreover, we use variable controlling, by considering absolute measurements as well as relative ones, and treating four well-known in uential factors as control variables in multiple regression.
RELATED WORK
Except for the studies on bug-handling e ort we have discussed in Section 2, there is other work that compares programming languages for other aspects, particularly so ware quality (i.e., the number bugs generated rather than the e ort of handling them). Phipps [59] conducted an experiment to compare programmer productivity and defect rate for Java and C++, and concluded that Java is superior. Daly et al. [60] empirically compared programmer behaviors under the standard Ruby interpreter, and DRuby which adds static type checking to Ruby. ey found "DRuby's warnings rarely provided information about potential errors". Hanenberg et al. [61] conducted an empirical study on the impact of a static type system for the development of a parser. e results show that "the static type system has neither a positive nor a negative impact on an application's development time". Harrison et al. [62] conducted a quantitative evaluation on functional and object-oriented paradigms to investigate the code-quality di erence between them.
ey found no signi cant di erence in direct measures of the development metrics, such as the number of known errors, but found signi cant di erences in indirect measures, such as the number of known errors per thousand non-comment source lines. Kochhar et al. [63] studied the e ects of using multi-languages se ing on code quality, and found that projects with multiple languages are error-prone. Ray et al. [34] investigated the e ects of di erent programming languages on code quality. e results indicate that strong languages have be er code quality than weak languages.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a large-scale study to investigate whether some or some categories of programming languages would require more bug-handling e ort than others.
e experimental results indicate various interesting ndings that can provide guidelines for developers, managers, and researchers: Java tends to require more line/ le modi cation than other languages but less bug-handling time, while Ruby tends to require more bug-handling time as well as more line/ le modi cation; weak languages (e.g., Ruby, JavaScript, and Objective-C) tend to require more time than strong languages (e.g., Go, Java, and Python); static languages (e.g., Java, C#, Objective-C) require more line/ le modi cation than dynamic ones; considering programming languages is able to improve the e ectiveness when predicting bug-handling e ort.
